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This year LID celebrates
25 years of sharing knowledge

25th year anniversary with

2018 more than 2,500 authors
and 125 titles per year

Digital Factory established

2017

LID Publishing is the home of original and
purposeful business books. We are completely
focused on commissioning, publishing and
promoting high-quality books in the categories of
business, smart thinking and personal development.

2016 LID radio established
First commercial agreements
in China signed

2015

Dear Readers and Partners,

2014 First online dictionaries produced
Launched online learning
division, LIDlearning

2014
Rolled out partnership with

2013 collaborative learning platform,
BlueBottleBiz

LID Editorial Colombia opened

2012
First issue of Dialogue

2012 Review launched
Offices opened in Argentina

2011
LID Publishing offices opened

2010 in New York and London
LID Speakers created

2009
2008 LID Editorial Mexicana opened

LID Editorial
Empresarial S.L. founded

S

ince 1993, the LID group has been a
symbol of excellence for high quality
publications. Over the past 25 years,
we have collaborated with 2,500
authors around the world and published
around 125 new titles each year.
This year is no exception and it is with
great pleasure that I introduce our 25th anniversary catalogue. As always, we have
collaborated with authors to provide the
finest selection of books that conceptualize
and investigate business, professional and
personal growth.
In particular, we would like to bring
your attention to an important new series
we are launching: the ‘World Wise’ series.
This series is designed to assist individuals embarking on international business
endeavours, and help them better understand the cultural and business etiquettes
necessary to survive and prosper in new
global markets.
This year we will continue to expand the
Concise Advice series with more thoughtprovoking books. Topics will cover entrepreneurship, wellbeing, influencing, strategizing,
and getting recognized.
In 2018, we will also release the second
title in the Positive Wellbeing series, focusing on mental health, and look forward to

growing this exciting series that will empower and guide individuals to enhance their
own wellbeing.
As a part of our 25th anniversary activities, we are delighted to have teamed up
with the National Literacy Trust by signing the Vision for Literacy Business Pledge
2018. In doing so we have committed to support their work and take practical action to
drive up literacy levels.
Finally, my colleagues and I are grateful for the efforts of our esteemed authors,
booksellers and editorial board members.
We are thankful for their continuing efforts
to help us maintain our goal of publishing
high-quality titles. The books in this catalogue are a fantastic representation of
this and we are proud to be able to present
them to you.
We look forward to receiving more manuscript submissions and encourage you to
explore the titles presented in this catalogue.
We hope you enjoy browsing through our diverse and expansive collection of new titles.

Sara Taheri
Editorial Director
sara.taheri@lidpublishing.com

1993
www.LIDPublishing.com
www.LIDRadio.com
@LIDPublishing

LID Radio Q&A
Marcelino Elousa,

Founder and CEO of LID Publishing and LID Editorial
speaks with LID Radio host, Miro Iliev

Q: What was the first project
you worked on?
A: The first book I published, I was the author. It was in 1983 and was a dictionary –
The Stanford Business Dictionary. At that
time, I was the president of the university alumni in Spain and we wanted to do
something to help people understand the
new concepts and be a kind of bridge between what we had learnt in the States at
Stanford and what the executives needed
in Spain. So it was as self-published dictionary and then 10 years later I started
with LID.
Q: What inspired you to start
LID Publishing?
A: The company really started 10 years after I published the first book. The first
book was designed to help people and
also to reinforce the image of Stanford.
These are two traits we still keep in LID
today – when I started the company it
was because I wanted to do more of
that. I really want to help people to train
themselves to become better managers and I do believe that if the management of companies is better, then the
management of any organization will be
better – schools, sports clubs, whatever –

and then society will be better. The best
leverage for change is education and education of managers, I will defend, has double leverage – it is even more important.
So, this is what we are trying to do and
what has been driving us over the 25 years.
Q: What was it like working on something
like a dictionary? Was it a difficult
process? Because dictionaries are
definitely a specialty for LID and
something we take great pride in.
A: I didn’t have any idea about preparing a
dictionary! I thought it was as simple as
having a dinner and inviting each of the
distinguished alumni and experts in different industries to choose 200 terms
from each industry and then put them
together. Well, this was not the case, because after two months no one had done
anything including myself! So we needed
to find another track. In the end, I reinvented the wheel, because I didn’t know
that the way of building dictionaries was
changing at the same time I was preparing this dictionary. It was changing from
building them around the entries, to be
more conceptual or thematic. And that
was the way we had chosen, because
we wanted to teach people not just the
translation, but what was the concept
and what was the utility of that concept,
so it was very natural for it to be thematic.

Miro Iliev
Digital Products Marketing Executive
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The important thing is that we have become the world leader in specialized
business dictionaries.
Q: What was it like to go from that
dictionary space, and all the
knowledge you’d gained, and
then translate it into becoming
a business book publisher?
A: The business was started when I decided
to publish the book of a friend, a business
biography of a Spanish industrialist. I
thought that publishing business biographies was the best way to teach people
role models, to tell them what they can
learn from other people, to learn from
their mistakes and successes. Now we
have over 800 histories of different companies and entrepreneurs.
Q: What is the secret of LID’s success?
A: I guess the secret is kind of a multiple
secret, and it’s always around people and
the relationships you establish with those
people. First with the managers we have
in each country. It’s very difficult to start
out in a new country. Now we are in seven countries, having started in China four
years ago. It’s very difficult, you need to
find that right first person. Secondly, with
the authors. We have always chosen not
to publish books but authors, based on
can we really help them to sharpen their
knowledge, to explain it more easily or
practically, can we help them in terms
of public relations. We are always building on authors and we now have over
2,500 authors published, and they have
moved us from one country to another
many times. The third leverage we have
used is the editorial board members.
We have now 11 boards and 92 people.

They are incredible people offering us
a vast array of contacts and ideas, and
I always encourage our managers to
be in close contact with our editorial
board members.
Q: What does the future hold for LID?
Where will we be in another 25 years?
A: 
We will be building on what we have
achieved, building on the relationships
with our authors and going with them
wherever they want to go. Of course
things are becoming more digital, but
this is more than just producing ebooks.
In fact, I believe that downloaded ebooks
will disappear in less than ten years. Nobody buys videos now; they watch series
via streaming. There’s no point in buying a
digital asset that you’re going to consume
only once and it will happen to books also.
Our second company Blue Bottle Biz is
helping to do that, because it’s a platform
in the cloud where you can read books,
watch videos, listen to audiobooks – there
are more than eight formats – and have
a discussion on the content with experts
providing your own comments, listening
to others. This is content with context.
Reading in the cloud is a big change
compared with reading your own copy,
because whatever is added to that book
in the cloud can be read by anyone, anywhere, and this radically changes the way
we communicate.
Q: What are you currently reading?
A: I’m reading for the second time a book
that I am editing. It’s part of a hyper realistic fiction collection, that is true events
portrayed as fiction. It’s based in Venezuela and is the story of a TV presenter
who has to flee the country.

Liz Cooley
Assistant Editor
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ISBN
978-1-911498-90-2
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: October 2018
US: January 2019
NET PRICE
£24.99/$34.95
FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
352pp
CATEGORY
Business/Economics
TERRITORIES
World

250 INSIGHTS
ISBN
978-1-911498-70-4
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: October 2018
US: October 2018
NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
198 x 129mm
Hardback
272pp
CATEGORY
Business/Smart Thinking
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages
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RIGHTS
English language

HUMANITY’S LUCKY CLOVER

TO DEVELOP YOUR PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONAL LIFE

A HISTORY OF DISCOVERIES, TECHNOLOGIES,
COMPETITION AND WEALTH

This book shares valuable wisdom, important insights
and key learnings from 250 leading LID authors and contributors from around the world. Among the many topics
covered are entrepreneurship, management, innovation,
and leadership. These have all been carefully selected to
lead the reader on a journey to achieve professional and
personal success. Read one insight a day as a daily source
of inspiration, or read them all in one sitting to open your
mind to new solutions, thoughts and ideas.
Over the years, LID has had the privilege of working
with hundreds of thought leaders and experts from a
wide range of industries. To coincide with LID’s 25-year
anniversary celebrations, this original and engaging book is being published to commemorate all of
these achievements.

Why do some states and societies thrive while others do
not? What awaits us in the future? Is there a universal
model that can guide our success? The author, Vadim
Makhov believes there is and that it can be found by
means of careful analysis of the past. In this truly bigidea book, he presents his ‘lucky clover’ theory in which
when four critical elements – science, society, innovation, wealth – are present, interacting and developing
simultaneously, culminate in success.
Having studied hundreds of sources, scrutinised
numerous tangled intricacies in world history, and found
interesting correlations between various events and
phenomena, the author sets out to demonstrate that
through careful analysis of the past we can find the right
path to success.

Vadim Makhov
holds a PhD in Economics,
and is a well-known
entrepreneur and expert
innovator. He has taken an
active part in many unique
and innovative projects,
carried out by various
Russian and foreign
companies, and initiated
the development
of many new products.
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ISBN
978-1-911498-75-9
PUBLICATION DATE
US: November 2018
UK: December 2018
NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95
FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
304pp
CATEGORY
Business/Self-development
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

William Cohen’s
books have been
published in 23
languages. He
has spoken on five
continents and
executives from more
than 50 countries have
attended his talks.
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PETER DRUCKER’S
WAY TO THE TOP
LESSONS FOR REACHING
YOUR LIFE’S GOALS
Peter Drucker is an icon of the business world. The methods developed by this genius were so powerful that they
are still used today in organizations all over the world.
Yet one of his most important contributions is still little
known. Drucker had uncovered principles of self-development that he put into practice himself – principles that
enabled him to reach all of his life goals.
For the first time, this book examines the self-development methods that Drucker created and practiced, and offers vital and original lessons to anyone in
business on how to accomplish any goal in any endeavour. For, as Drucker wrote: “The most crucial and vital
resource you have as an executive and as a manager is
yourself; your organization is not going to do better than
you do yourself.”

ISBN
978-1-911498-83-4
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: May 2018
US: September 2018
NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
240pp
CATEGORY
Business/Leadership
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

Ben Renshaw
is a leadership thinker,
speaker, coach and
author of eight books,
including LEAD! and
SuperCoaching. Ben’s
innovative work with
leading organizations,
senior executives
and entrepreneurs
has brought him
international acclaim.
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PURPOSE
THE EXTRAORDINARY BENEFITS OF
FOCUSING ON WHAT MATTERS MOST
What is your purpose? This is probably the single most
important question you can ask yourself and the answer
will shape your future. However, it’s not always straightforward. We are led to believe that our purpose is connected with how much we achieve, the accumulation
of possessions, or attaining status in society. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
Your personal purpose is your internal compass. It
is your big ‘why’. It is the meeting point between your
passion and your talent. When you are on purpose you
unlock the necessary skillset to thrive in today’s complex and unpredictable world. Ultimately, your personal
purpose is an aspirational reason for being, which
inspires and guides your life. It has a timeless quality,
which is beyond circumstance and provides the meaning
and direction of your life.
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ISBN
978-0-9991871-1-1
PUBLICATION DATE
US: October 2018
UK: December 2018
NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Hardback
270pp
CATEGORY
Business/Marketing/
Culture
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
English language

Trini Callava
is a marketing lecturer
at the University of
Miami’s School of
Business Administration, specializing in
marketing strategy,
luxury brands and
international marketing. She has an MBA in
marketing and a PhD
in organization
and management.
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SILK THROUGH
THE AGES
THE TEXTILE THAT
CONQUERED LUXURY
Silk is not just a simple natural fibre – it represents
something meaningful, universal and perennial. This
book tells the story of how the silk textile conquered
the luxury world and remained prestigious throughout
the ages. Examining sociological research dating back
to Antiquity, the Mongol Empire and Ottoman Turks, this
book demonstrates the value of globalization and the
importance of diversity through the lens of silk as an
enduring luxury textile.
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ISBN
978-1-911498-93-3

ISBN
978-1-911498-94-0

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: February 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: July 2018
US: September 2018

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
£16.99/$24.95

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
192pp

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
240pp

CATEGORY
Business/Economics

CATEGORY
Business/Leadership

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

LEADING FROM BEHIND

Dirk Devos,
Manon de Wit and
Robert Lubberding
are senior consultants
from Courage11,
an international
consultancy that
specializes in
transformational
leadership.
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THE NEW LOCAL ECONOMY

TURN ANXIETY INTO COURAGE

HOW THE FUTURE’S BIG BUSINESSES WILL
GROW OUT OF SMALL COMMUNITIES

There is no way back. Change is everywhere – in society,
politics, business – and it is turbulent. Existing structures
are being dismantled and new ways of competing (and
collaborating) are being formed. The only option is to be
adaptive and to create the best from what is possible.
This book tackles the change that every organization
is subjected to by offering a different leadership style.
Its aim is to get the best from everybody, which requires
a genuine people-centric approach. But it also involves
shifting towards an agile way of working, where accountability and resources are delegated to people deep in
the organization, so that they can focus on customer
centricity, innovation and value creation. Contrarian
but relevant, this book is essential reading for business
leaders and managers who are seeking a better future
for their organizations.

Apple, Starbucks, Amazon, Zara, McDonald’s – these are
some of the brands and companies that are at the forefront of today’s global economy. They are embedded in
virtually every city and town. But when the global economy
goes wrong (as in 2008), it can leave local communities
vulnerable in the form of unemployment and bankruptcy.
This forward-looking book argues for the creation of local
economies as a means of resisting the seismic changes
that globalization often brings, especially in times of crises. Moreover, research shows that for every £100 spent in
a local shop, 45% will remain in the community (compared
with only 15% if spent in retail chains such as Tesco or Aldi).
As part of the design of the future, Elmark argues for the
need to break up the global economy into local economies,
so that communities can regain their independence and be
less exposed to the tide of globalization.

RIGHTS
All languages
(excluding Danish)

Nils Elmark
is a futurist and the
founder of Inception. He
consults international
business leaders and
their companies to
create better and
braver dreams.
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ISBN
978-1-911498-79-7

ISBN
978-1-911498-82-7

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: September 2018
US: December 2018

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: May 2018
US: July 2018

NET PRICE
£24.99/$34.95

NET PRICE
£19.99/$29.95

FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Paperback
556pp

FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Hardback
224pp

CATEGORY
Business/Marketing

CATEGORY
Business/Fashion

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
All languages

Constantinos Pantidos
is the founder of Brand
Aviators, a brand
strategy agency that
helps clients around
the world build brands
that liberate the very
forces of life. He also
teaches on strategic
marketing, consumer
behaviour and
consumer research.
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LIVING BRANDS

WHOLEGARMENT

HOW BIOLOGY & NEUROSCIENCE SHAPE
CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR & BRAND DESIRABILITY

THE PHILOSOPHY AND TECHNOLOGY OF
A FASHION REVOLUTION

Successful brands are alive. They are able to activate the
very forces of life because they embed our fundamental
human motives, the evolutionarily preserved mechanisms
that have helped us survive and thrive. Our fundamental
human motives shape the language that is shared by everyone. Living Brands decodes this language and helps marketers, consumer insight managers, advertisers, designers,
PR professionals and brand owners bring brands to life.
By using a multidisciplinary approach that includes
client workshops, brand communication decoding, motivational research, cultural anthropology, sociology, philosophy, psychology, cognitive science and affective neuroscience, Living Brands deconstructs and hierarchises the
motives underpinning our consumer behaviour, allowing
practitioners to build narratives that engage consumers
at a profound human level.

In 1962, Masahiro Shima founded Shima Seiki with the aim
of developing a fully automated seamless glove-knitting
machine. Following this success, the company expanded
into flat knitting machines. However, the age of the computer brought a whole new era for Shima Seiki. By committing to computerization in its mainstream products, Shima
Seiki gradually began to stand apart from its competitors.
Shima Seiki’s focus on computer-aided knit design
and programming in fact led to a revolution in the fashion
industry. Written by the inventor himself, this book looks at
how Masahiro Shima developed both the technology and
philosophy to enable his company to be market leaders in
industrial knitting machines – and fundamentally change
the fashion industry. This culminated in the launch of the
company’s Wholegarment knitting machine in 1995, which
altered forever the way knitted garments are produced.

Masahiro Shima
is the founder
and Chairman of
Shima Seiki MFG Ltd.
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ISBN
978-1-911498-86-5

ISBN
978-1-911498-63-6

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2018
US: September 2018

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: June 2018
US: September 2018

NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
£24.99/$34.95

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
216pp

FORMAT
265 x 200mm
Hardback
240pp

CATEGORY
HR/Business

CATEGORY
Architecture/Design

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
All languages

Simon Mac Rory
is the founder and CEO
of The ODD Company,
a team effectiveness
specialist organization
providing a cloud based
team effectiveness
platform, TDP, and
methodology designed
to be self-serve for
team leaders.
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WAKE UP AND SMELL
THE COFFEE

WORK TRANSFORMED

THE IMPERATIVE OF TEAMS

PEOPLE, PLACE AND PURPOSE

The deconstruction of the traditional workplace hierarchy,
the abandonment of performance appraisal, the impact
of Millennials/generations Y and Z, all point to a substantial revival of teams and teamwork for the first time
in more than 20 years. Leading companies are pushing
towards a team-centric model but, for many others, team
development remains ad hoc as they fail to recognise that
teams hold the answers to increased effectiveness.
Delivering improved team effectiveness across an
organization does not have to be time consuming. The
Team Diagnostic Profiler (TDP) is a methodology and
process that is easy to use, self-administering and
can deliver 10 to 20% improvement in team effectiveness when deployed in a corporate team strategy. This
book is based on the TDP methodology and the years of
research completed by the author.

The importance of workplace design on productivity
and health is as strong as ever. Great spaces encourage improved employee satisfaction, engagement and
morale. BDG is a team of architects, designers and creative thinkers that believes architecture is most successful when it is able to connect people and spaces,
and create a positive work environment.
This book is a collection of short stories surrounding the design and construction of 22 different BDG
projects from all over Europe. Elegantly illustrated
with colour photographs and diagrams throughout,
the book demonstrates the power of architecture and
design in the workplace.

BDG
architecture+design
is an award-winning
international
consultancy focusing on
strategy, architecture
and design for clients
in the corporate,
education and public
sector, including new
build, refurbishment and
heritage projects.
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A NEW SERIES DEDICATED TO SHARING CULTURAL AND
BUSINESS WISDOM FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

WORLD
WISE
SERIES
NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
160 x 115mm
Flexi Bound
176pp
KEY TOPICS COVERED
BY THE SERIES:
• Hierarchies
• Business relationships
• Verbal and non-verbal
communications
• Business negotiation
• Business etiquette
• Business cards
• Dos and don’ts
• Top 10 sights
• Food and drink, and
dining out
• Business support
• Relevant contacts
20

Despite recent events, as well as political and social trends,
most countries are opening up their economies and, as a
result, experiencing an unprecedented rise in the flow of
goods and resources across their borders.
Businesses understand that establishing a strong
global presence is key to succeeding in today’s competitive
marketplace. Furthermore, business leaders appreciate
the added benefit of having access to the valuable local
resources and talent that expansion into new markets provides. However, most businesses and their employees find
that they are less familiar with the culture and business
practices that exist in these foreign markets. As more and
more of the world’s business takes place across national
borders, the need for a better understanding of new markets and how to do business in them becomes greater.
The World Wise series is designed to help anyone
exploring, embarking upon or already conducting international business to be more aware of the cultural and business etiquettes necessary to survive and prosper. Each title
in the series will focus on a key market and provide reliable
information on the prevailing cultural and working practices.
In collaboration with expert authors, the series will offer
useful insights and reliable information to support a more
coordinated approach to doing business abroad. Areas covered will include initiating and maintaining business contacts, communications, decision-making styles, negotiating tactics, presentational speaking and working with local
companies, in addition to general living advice.
21

KEY TOPICS COVERED
BY THE SERIES:

ISBN
978-1-911498-91-9

• Resilience

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: September 2018
US: December 2018

• Stress management
• Health
• Positive physical energy
• Positive mental energy
• Positive emotional energy
• Nutrition

This cutting-edge series is designed to make wellbeing
accessible to everyone. The titles will empower and guide
individuals to enhance their wellbeing – and therefore find
happiness and fulfilment at work and in their personal
lives to become more productive and successful.

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
128pp

• Fulfilling aspirations

CATEGORY
Self help/Business

• Self awareness
• Strengths training/
wellness in the workplace

TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

ISBN
978-1-911498-65-0
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: May 2018
US: August 2018

POSITIVE MALE MIND

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95

OVERCOMING MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS

FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
128pp

POSITIVE NUTRITION

CATEGORY
Self help/Business

STRATEGIC EATING TO UPGRADE
YOUR HEALTH AND ENERGY

TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages
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In this practical and accessible book, an expert nutritionist delivers a down-to-earth, no nonsense approach
to eating well. With so much confusion around diet, food
and eating, this book aims to get a clear eating structure in place, empowering the reader to make wise and
nurturing choices around food, for both work dynamism
and healthy living.
Author: Kate Cook

Mental health problems affect both men and women, in
fact 1 in 4 of us. However, it has been widely accepted for
some time that men are much less likely to seek help
from a doctor or a mental health specialist, as they traditionally expect themselves to be competitive and successful, tough and self-reliant, and can find it difficult to
admit that they are feeling fragile and vulnerable.
This book aims to build on the current progressive
movement by supporting men and those that care about
them – be that a partner, friend, family member or colleague – by providing insight, advice and tips on what can
be done at a very practical level to make men’s mental
health much more positive.

Dr Shaun Davis
is global director of
safety, health, wellbeing
& sustainability
at Royal Mail.
Andrew Kinder
is a chartered
counselling occupational
psychologist who is the
professional head of
mental health services,
Optima Health.
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HUAWEI
STORIES:
PIONEERS

ISBN
978-1-911498-61-2

ISBN
978-1-911498-54-4

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: April 2018
US: July 2018

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2017
US: March 2018

NET PRICE
£14.99/$19.95

NET PRICE
£14.99/$19.95

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
288pp

FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
288pp

CATEGORY
Business/
Human Resources
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
English language

This book gets to the
heart of the pioneers
within Huawei – the
individuals who blazed
a trail through unexplored and undeveloped
territories, that enabled
Huawei’s impressive
global expansion.
Their stories tell us
about the commitment
and determination
required for companies to establish new
ground in some of the
most difficult parts of
the world.

HUAWEI STORIES:
VISIONARIES

Tian Tao
is a member of the
Huawei International
Advisory Board, CoDirector of the Ruihua
Institute of Innovation
Management (Zhejiang
University) and Visiting
Fellow at Cambridge
Judge Business School.
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Founded in 1987 by a former engineer in China’s People’s
Liberation Army (Ren Zhengfei), Huawei Technologies is
the world’s largest telecoms equipment manufacturer
and second only to Apple in smartphones. Its emergence
into a multinational, with more than 175,000 employees
all around the world, is nothing short of extraordinary.
This book delves into the financial workings and systems within Huawei, and the individuals whose craftsmanship and excellence enabled Huawei to expand
globally in such impressive terms. Their personal stories tell us about the extraordinary vision, dedication
and perseverance required for companies to establish
a robust financial system that supports the growth of a
world-class company. Huawei’s goal is not just to have
profitable income and healthy cash flow. More important
is that operating results are sustainable.

HUAWEI
STORIES:
EXPLORERS
ISBN
978-1-911498-55-1
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2017
US: March 2018

A fascinating insight into Huawei’s research, development
and innovation. It contains stories of the individuals who
made some of the breakthroughs that enabled Huawei to
ultimately become a world-class technology company. Their
stories tell us about the perseverance, focus and thinking
required for companies to take innovation to the highest level.

NET PRICE
£14.99/$19.95
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
288pp

CONSULTING DRUCKER
PRINCIPLES AND LESSONS
FROM THE WORLD’S LEADING
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT
ISBN
978-1-911498-49-0

Peter Drucker is known
worldwide as ‘The Father
of Modern Management’.
The methods developed
by Drucker remain highly
relevant and continue to
be used in today’s organizations. This book, written
by the first executive PhD
graduate of the program
Drucker developed, is the
first book to reveal in detail
his methods and ideas as
a consultant.

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: February 2018
US: May 2018
NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
296pp
CATEGORY
Business/Smart Thinking
TERRITORIES
World

NOT DOING

Diana Renner
is an educator,
facilitator and
consultant. She cofounded the Uncharted
Leadership Institute.
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PUBLICATION DATE
UK: May 2018
US: September 2018
NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
320pp
CATEGORY
Business/Management
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

Author: William Cohen

RIGHTS
All languages

Steven D’Souza
is a director of Deeper
Learning, executive
coach, speaker
and author.

ISBN
978-1-911498-67-4

THE ART OF EFFORTLESS ACTION

ISBN
978-1-911498-92-6

So many people today are struggling with the increasing
pace of change and the constant and excessive busyness
that comes with it. Many feel stretched, overwhelmed and
exhausted, besieged by the demands of complex projects
and workplaces. They are engaged in a kind of ‘doing’
that is more effort and struggle, rather than a ‘doing’ that
comes from a place of presence, openness and aliveness.
This is not only ineffective and unsustainable, but ultimately ends in stress, anxiety and burnout.
This book, by the authors of the award-winning Not
Knowing (Best Management Book of the Year), explores
the limits and dangers of ‘doing’; how they play out in our
lives and workplaces; what is driving or contributing to our
excessive activity; and what would a different kind of ‘doing’
look like, that is less about control and struggle, and more
about wellbeing, harmony and creativity.

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: January 2019
NET PRICE
£14.99/$22.95
FORMAT
234 x 156mm
Paperback
224pp
CATEGORY
Business/HR
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

THE 31 PRACTICES
RELEASE THE POWER OF YOUR
ORGANIZATION’S VALUES EVERY DAY

Every company has values
that it wants its customers
and clients to engage with
and develop loyalty to. This
book shows how companies
can translate their values and
brand into the daily practices
and behaviour of their employees. Drawing its principles
from psychology, sociology,
philosophy, neuroscience and
leadership, the 31 Practices
method has enhanced customer satisfaction and loyalty
Authors: Alan Williams
in companies world wide.
& Dr Alison Whybrow
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WINNER TAKES ALL
ISBN
978-1-911498-89-6
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: July 2018
US: October 2018
NET PRICE
£12.99/$19.95
FORMAT
216 x 138mm
Paperback
224pp
CATEGORY
Business/Sales
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

THE SEVEN-AND-A-HALF PRINCIPLES
FOR WINNING BIDS, TENDERS,
PITCHES AND PROPOSALS

This book, written by one of
the leading consultants in
competitive business tendering, provides the key
principles for winning bids,
tenders, pitches and proposals. Savvy and practical,
the principles are based on
the author’s extensive experience, helping companies
to win big-ticket, ‘must-win’
contracts. These essential
principles apply to any company, in all sectors, which
is seeking to improve its
new-business win rate.

THE SALESPERSON’S
SECRET CODE
THE BELIEF SYSTEMS THAT
DISTINGUISH WINNERS

This book is for any sales professional, or anyone involved
in the sales process, who
wants to learn the secrets
of successful selling. Based
on the interviews of 300
world-leading salespeople,
the authors present the most
rigorous evaluation of how
salespeople behave and how
they are driven. In doing so,
they reveal the secret code
behind consistent and highAuthors: Ian Mills, level success in sales.
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Mark Ridley, Ben Laker
& Tim Chapman

WE ARE THE
NUMBER ONE
JOURNALS
PUBLISHER FOR
MANAGEMENT
AND LEADERSHIP

Author: Scott Keyser

ISBN
978-1-911498-76-6
PUBLICATION DATE
UK: August 2018
US: November 2018
NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
198 x 129mm
Paperback
288pp

the journal of
DUKE CORPORATE
EDUCATION

the journal of
THE INSTITUTE
OF LEADERSHIP &
MANAGEMENT

CATEGORY
Business/Sales
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

Want your journal to stand out from the crowd?
Get in touch with Niki Mullin, LID Business Development Director
niki.mullin@lidpublishing.com
+44 (0) 20 7112 8861

in association with
GLOBAL PETER
DRUCKER FORUM

CONCISE
ADVICE
G
BI
LAB

LL
SMOAOKS:
B

AS

IDE

CLEVER CONTENT, DYNAMIC
IDEAS, PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
AND ENGAGING VISUALS –
A CATALYST TO INSPIRE NEW
WAYS OF THINKING AND
PROBLEM-SOLVING IN A
COMPLEX WORLD

£9.99 / $14.95
conciseadvicelab.com
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ISBN
978-1-911498-81-0

ISBN
978-1-911498-85-8

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: September 2018
US: December 2018

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: October 2018
US: December 2018

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95

FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
128pp

FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
128pp

CATEGORY
Business/
Self-development

CATEGORY
Business/
Self Development

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
English language

Neil Francis
has many years
experience as a CEO,
chairman and director.
He is currently the
chairman of a digital
agency, and director
of two internet
companies and a
consultancy practice.
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THE ENTREPRENEUR’S BOOK

THE SMART STRATEGY BOOK

THE CRUCIAL ‘WHY’ QUESTIONS THAT
DETERMINE SUCCESS

50 WAYS TO SOLVE TRICKY
BUSINESS ISSUES

Though entrepreneurs may understand the ‘mechanics’
of running a business, they don’t always understand the
fundamentals that determine their success or failure.
Through his own experiences and conversations with hundreds of successful people, Neil Francis concludes that a
route to success is about understanding and answering
what he calls the ‘why’ questions.
Each chapter starts with a ‘why’ question and focuses
on the fundamentals required for successful and sustainable entrepreneurship, such as purpose, innovation, love,
desire, failure and luck. These very human stories, combined with the author’s own experiences, help to illustrate
the core fundamentals of successful entrepreneurship.
With an achievable and practical roadmap to success, this
is a unique and important book that will benefit aspiring
entrepreneurs and those who are already in business.

Strategy is a plan of action designed to achieve a longterm or overall aim and there are many areas in business where a decent strategy will be of value. Strategy
is not complex but it can be hard, because of the pain
of having to make choices.
In this practical guide, bestselling author Kevin
Duncan offers intelligent and quick solutions to tricky
business issues through smart strategic thinking and
action. He provides 50 smart ideas to help you arrive at
your solution and present it in a way that everyone can
understand!

Kevin Duncan
is a business advisor,
marketing expert
and the author of
several successful
business books. He
previously worked in the
communications and
advertising sector
for 25 years.
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ISBN
978-1-911498-88-9

ISBN
978-1-911498-87-2

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: February 2019

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: January 2019

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95

FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
128pp

FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
128pp

CATEGORY
Self-help/
Personal development

CATEGORY
Self-help/
Self-improvement

TERRITORIES
World

TERRITORIES
World

RIGHTS
All languages

RIGHTS
All languages

Paul F. Warriner
is a coach, trainer and
consultant with a wide
range of experience
gained as an employee
and entrepreneur. For
more than 15 years he
has been successfully
coaching and training
individuals to be
their best.
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THE RECOGNITION BOOK

THE WELLBEING BOOK

50 WAYS TO STEP UP, STAND OUT
AND GET RECOGNIZED

50 WAYS TO MASTER YOUR MIND, BOOST YOUR
BODY AND SUPERCHARGE YOUR SOUL

A powerful tool for anyone in employment, no matter
what their field, The Recognition Book examines the
traits, behaviours and skills fundamental to doing an
excellent job, and demonstrates how to shine in today’s
competitive corporate world. Packed with case studies,
practical tools, techniques, hints and tips the book is a
useful reference guide for all.
This unique and engaging book is essential reading
for anyone wanting to stand out from the crowd and
become the model employee. Whether you work for a
multi-national or small business, whether you have just
started your career or you’re a seasoned executive, this
guide will help you develop and hone all the attributes
that make you invaluable to your employer.

As our lives get busier, boundaries between work and
leisure blur and we spend less time thinking about what
we’re putting our minds, bodies and souls through. This
fast-living is resulting in a pandemic of ‘ill-being’: from
general weariness and ‘feeling under the weather’,
to prolonged bouts of sickness, lethargy and sharp
increases in stress, depression and mental health issues.
The Wellbeing Book will demonstrate how we can
interact with the world to lead a better life. The author
provides 50 practical and uplifting ways to improve physical and mental wellbeing by focusing on the mind, body
and soul. In doing so, he helps us to hit the pause button
and learn how to enhance our energy and build resilience, cultivate our emotional and physical wellbeing,
manage stress and live a happier and more fulfilled life.

Andrew Sharman
is the founder and
chief executive of RMS,
global consultants
on health, work and
wellbeing to Fortune 500
corporations including
Apple, Burberry,
Mercedes Benz and
many more.
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The Collaborative

Learning Platform

ISBN
978-1-911498-92-6

Grow

PUBLICATION DATE
UK: November 2018
US: January 2019

Empower employees
to learn from experts

NET PRICE
£9.99/$14.95
FORMAT
180 x 120mm
Hardback
128pp
CATEGORY
Self-improvement
TERRITORIES
World
RIGHTS
All languages

THE INFLUENCE BOOK
PRACTICAL STEPS TO BECOMING
A STRONG INFLUENCER

Nicole Soames
is a EQ qualified trainer,
coach and influencing
specialist who has
25 years commercial
experience developing
tailored influencing
training and coaching
programmes.

Share

Increase brand visibility
on a global scale

Cloud access to more than
30,000 business books,
journals and videos

Easily build engaging
content for your clients

Connect and engage with
industry experts and your
internal leaders

Share bite-sized promotional
content on social media

Gain competitive advantage by
using modern collaborative tools

Directly reach business leaders
through a global platform

In today’s digital age, where we are bombarded with
more information than ever before, the power to influence has never been more important. Whatever walk of
life, you will need to draw on your influencing skills to
get people to agree with your point of view.
The Influence Book is an inspiring and engaging
handbook packed with expert advice, practical tools and
exercises to help you become a master of influence. This
book will help you develop your emotional intelligence
so you can become a highly skilled influencer in all
areas of your life – whether you’re influencing customers, colleagues, family or friends.

Start Your Free Membership at bluebottlebiz.com
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BEYOND THE
WRITTEN WORD
AUTHORS WHO ARE EXPERTS

LID Speakers are proven leaders in current
business thinking. Our experienced authors will help
you create an engaging and thought-provoking event.

THE VOICES
BEHIND THE

THINKING

A speakers bureau
that is backed up by the
expertise of an established
business book publisher.

Visit us @ www.LIDRadio.com
Podcasts available on ITunes, SoundCloud and audioBoom
To access the podcast scan the QR code
For all LID Radio enquiries, get in touch with Sara Taheri
sara.taheri@lidpublishing.com
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